
Cloud Computing In 
Agriculture



What is Cloud Computing?



Main Purpose: To give you sufficient 
information to make an informed decision 
about cloud computing for your 
operations.

An explanation of cloud computing.

Features, Pros & Cons

Key Platforms for Small and Medium sized operations

An overview of selected cloud based applications 
focused on agriculture



- You use it everyday if 
you are computing with 
more than one device.

- its behind popular 
applications, such as 
Google, Apple and 
Microsoft 360.

- allows for data sharing 
between multiple 
platforms/ devices.

What is Cloud Computing?



LANs, WANs,the Internet, 
VPNs,the Cloud...
Traditionally, we relied on closed LANs to 
share information in an organization.

As more WAN architecture evolved and VPNs 
stabilized, more applications were developed 
for web based delivery. (Webpages, Intranets, 
Customer Portals)

Most major software now includes some kind 
of web portal or access through a mobile 
device (e.g. FCC’s AgExpert Analyst)



Apps, PaaS and SaaS



...a little more about PaaS 
and SaaS



Benefits of the Cloud

Collaboration

Scale and cost (accessibility for 
small operations)- pay as you 
go- no CAPEX

Access to the lastest and most 
up to date applications

Choice of platform and 
transferability of data



Flipside of the Cloud

Security of data is variable

Users can become locked out 
due to bandwidth and system 
server availability

Lack of control/ customisation

Reliability is dependent on 
vendor- maintenance of source 
codes, links and databases.



Key Features
Storage (Dropbox)

Conferencing & 
collaboration (WebEx)

Messaging (Google)

Office & productivity 
software (Zoho Suite)

Business process 
applications 
(Salesforce.com)



To be in the 
Cloud, or 
not be in the 
Cloud?
Is multi device, web 
based computing right for 
every business?



Some things 
to 
consider...

Selection Criteria #1-

Are you willing to 
invest in the devices 
required?



Some things 
to 
consider...

Selection Criteria #2-

Are you willing to 
invest in the 
infrastructure 
required?



Some things 
to 
consider...

Selection Criteria #3-

Is your business able 
to handle service 
lapses? 

The “other” cloud in cloud computing



Transformative Business 
Applications



Google/ Google Apps/ GMail



ZOHO Suite



Customer Interface example



Salesforce.com



Cloud 
Based Apps 
for 
Agricultural 
Operations

AN 
OVERVIEW



Precision Farming Applications



iHerd
Livestock Management



Food Inventory Tracking and Sales
Developed by Alberta Agriculture



Integrated Farm Management
FCC’s Farm Manager 360 and AgExpert with App

Sync via the Cloud “application”



The Hopper
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